Over a third see psychiatrists

(Continued from page 11) orientation activities is listed in HoToGames. It also maintains contacts with housemasters, Kahne said. Kahne noted that students with problems usually turn to friends first for help. They also seek help from the BSA or Financial Aid Office as well as from private psychiatrists, he said.

Concerning the confidentiality of records held by the Psychiatric Service, Kahne said that before September, 1974, all records of students who did not return to the service after three years were destroyed. However, because of the new federal law on files, no records are now being destroyed. "We have a general regulation that no information goes out without the consent of the individual," Kahne noted.

Commenting on the suicide rate at MIT, Kahne stated that despite "myths" holding otherwise, "there is nothing to suggest that the occurrence of suicide at MIT is any more than anywhere else." "A more important issue is how people are living," Kahne said.

Apartment insurance, in a low-cost package.

Our single, low-cost coverage protects all your personal property, including credit cards. And not just in your apartment, but worldwide.

W.T. Phelan & Co.
Insurance Agency, Inc.
11 Danforth St., Cambridge (800-893-0166)
Representing Aetna, Travelers, Hartford.

UNBELIEVABLE OFFER.

Thousands of these Sinclair Scientifics were advertised and sold at $99.95. Now, through a special purchase, Chaifetz has a limited quantity available for sale at the unbelievable price of $39.95. And if you think our typesetter just made a mistake, we repeat: THE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE OF $39.95.

What makes a scientific calculator scientific?

To be a really valuable tool for engineers, scientists, technicians and students, a calculator must provide all of the following:

- Log and anti-log (base 10)
- Sin and arsin
- Cos and arcos
- Tan and arctan
- Automatic squaring
- Automatic doubling
- Square and other roots
- Four basic arithmetic functions
- Plus scientific notation
  (10^-99 to 10^99)

Clearly, a scientific calculator without scientific notation severely limits the size of numbers with which you can work easily. And scientific notation without transcendental functions is little more than window dressing on an arithmetic calculator.

Granted, there are two companies other than Sinclair offering excellent units with all the essential ingredients. They also sell at much higher prices. Only Sinclair provides truly scientific capacity at a truly affordable price. Less than ¾-inch thick. And ¾-ounces light. It's the world's thinnest, lightest scientific calculator.

There are a number of calculators that call themselves "scientific." But, by Sinclair's standards, most don't measure up.

What makes the Sinclair Scientific so inexpensive?

Two important technological breakthroughs. First, the British-built Sinclair Scientific has a single integrated circuit. Engineered by Sinclair. And exclusive to Sinclair.

Second, Sinclair's exclusive keyboard has only four function keys. All of which provide "triple-action" by changing from standard to upper or lower case mode.

Old hands at small miracles. Sinclair has been an innovator in calculator miniaturization right from the start.

In the last two years Sinclair brought to America the Sinclair Executive and Executive Memory — the world's thinnest, lightest calculators — as well as the Cambridge. The Sinclair Scientific is backed by an unconditional one-year replacement warranty.

Sinclair also maintains a service-by-return mail operation in the U.S. (and everywhere else in the world) to handle any product problems.

How to get your Sinclair Scientific.

The Sinclair Scientific may be ordered by phone or mail.

Just use the coupon below, or call (800) 638-2997, toll free.

ORDER FORM For phone orders call (800) 638-2997, toll free. Maryland residents call (301) 424-5801.

To: Chaifetz Inc. P.O. Box 2188, Rockville, Maryland 20852

Signature

Name

Company

Address

City

State

ZIP

When you think calculators, think Chaifetz®

Please send me Sinclair Scientifics at $39.95 (plus $3.50 per unit shipping and handling) including batteries, carrying case, instruction booklet and warranty. Maryland residents add 4% sales tax.

Enclosed is my check for
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